
In Proc. EUROSPEECH '99, Budapest, Vol. 5, pages 2019{1022SEMANTIC BOUNDARIES IN MULTIPLE LANGUAGESJ. Haas1, V. Warnke1, H. Niemann1, M. Cettolo2, A. Corazza2, D. Falavigna2, G. Lazzari21Universit�at Erlangen{N�urnberg,Lehrstuhl f�ur Mustererkennung (LME),D-91058 Erlangen, Germanye-mail: haas@informatik.uni{erlangen.de(http://www.mustererkennung.de/) 2ITC-Irst, Centro perla Ricerca Scienti�ca e Tecnologica,via Sommarive, 18,I-38050 Povo, Trento, Italye-mail: cettolo@irst.itc.it(http://www.itc.it/irst/)AbstractThis paper presents the results obtained for the taskof detecting Semantic Boundaries (SBs) in spokenlanguage using two di�erent methods on the samedata set. Hence we �rst introduce the two approachesdeveloped by ITC-Irst in Trento (Italy) and the LMEof the University Erlangen (Germany) and discuss theindividually obtained results. The basis for the deci-sion upon SBs in both cases are textual and prosodicfeatures. The LME has already worked for severalyears on the computation and application of prosodicfeatures in automatic speech processing within theVerbmobil� project. The approaches developed inthat project were adapted to work on the data col-lected at IRST in the Italian language. Finally wecompare the results we obtain with the German SBdetection against the Italian result with regard to pre-cision and recall.1. INTRODUCTIONFor robust spoken language processing it is not alwaysnecessary to analyse a user's utterance completely asone coherent segment. Often it is su�cient to splitthe utterance at certain points, which we call Seman-tic Boundaries (SBs), to get independently analyzablesegments. The task we address in this contribution isthe detection of SBs. Prosodic features characteriz-ing energy, fundamental frequency F0, their contours,speaking rate and so on proved to be helpful for thedetection of SBs [11, 14, 12, 10, 7]. Since the detectionof semantic boundaries using only prosodic features isnot reliable enough, also information about the wordscorresponding to the input signal is considered, eitherby using the best word sequence or the word hypoth-esis graph. In summary, two kinds of informationare used for semantic segmentation: prosodic featuresand words.In the following sections we discuss in detail the twoapproaches for the detection of SBs and the used fea-tures and methods. Furthermore the portability ofthe German approach to Italian data is proven andthe results of the two cooperating institutes are com-pared. 2. LME APPROACHThe approach of the LME was developed in theVerbmobil project for the purpose of the segmen-�This work was funded by the German Federal Ministry ofEducation, Science, Research and Technology (BMBF) in theframework of the Verbmobil Project under Grant 01 IV 102H/0. The responsibility for the contents lies with the authors.

tation and classi�cation of dialog acts (DA). Verb-mobil is a speech-to-speech translation project in thedomain of appointment scheduling. The framework isthat of two persons trying to �x a date where the part-ners talk in their native language and Verbmobiltranslates the utterance in the other language. Forthe system it is important to keep track of the dialogin order to know about the dialog state. This track-ing is provided by terms of dialog acts (e.g. greetingor suggesting a date) which are to be found in thecurrent utterance. Obviously an utterance most of-ten covers more than only one DA. As said abovein Verbmobil the task has two aspects. First wehave to �nd the boundaries between two sequentialdialog acts meet, i.e. we have to detect an SB, andsecond we have to classify the determined segment inorder to match one out of 18 possible dialog act cate-gories. Those categories are e.g. INTRODUCTION,SUGGEST DATE, DELIBERATION [5]. In [7] wepresented a two step approach for the segmentationand classi�cation of DAs and in [13] we establishedan integrated approach using A�-search which provedto be better.2.1. Used MethodologyThe detection of semantic boundaries and the suc-ceeding classi�cation of the hypothesized segmentsinto categories is done using several informationsources and classi�cation procedures, namely we usemulti layer perceptrons (MLP) to recognize SBs fromprosodic features and language models (LM) to hy-pothesize those boundaries on the current word se-quence. The A�-search then uses the two measurescalculated from the MLP and the LM, combines themwith additional information and looks for the optimalsequence of words and SBs. As result we get the seg-mentation and consequently the semantic boundariesand the sequence of attached dialog act categories.MLP Classi�cation The MLP is trained to recog-nize SBs in an equivalent way as described in [6]. Foreach word{�nal syllable we compute several prosodicfeatures automatically from the speech signal. Thosefeatures characterize prosodic properties over a con-text of six syllables taking into account duration,pause, F0{contour and energy. This is based on atime alignment of the phoneme sequence correspond-ing to the spoken words. The MLP has one outputnode for SB and one for :SB.We assume that the MLP estimates posterior prob-abilities. However, in order to balance for the a pri-ori probabilities of the di�erent classes, the MLP is



trained with an equal number of feature vectors fromeach class. For the classi�cation we compute theprosodic features for each word{�nal syllable and usean MLP with 60/30 nodes in the �rst/second hiddenlayer.LM Classi�cation A certain kind of n{gram lan-guage models { so called polygrams [8] { are usedfor the segmentation and classi�cation of dialog actsin Verbmobil. Polygrams are a set of n{gramswith varying size of n. They are superior to stan-dard n{gram models because n can be chosen arbi-trarily large and the probabilities of higher order n{grams are interpolated by lower order ones. The in-terpolation weights are optimized using the EM algo-rithm. There are several interpolation methods pos-sible for the polygrams, which are described in detailin [8, 9]. For the segmentation of utterances we useLMs, which model the probability for the occurrenceof an SB after the current word given the neighboringwords, cf. [6]. For each boundary, symbol sequences: : : wi�2wi�1wiviwi+1wi+2 : : : are considered, wherewi denotes the i-th word in the spoken word chainand vi is either SB or :SB. Note that theoretically, weshould model sequences : : : wi�1vi�1wiviwi+1vi+1 : : :;experiments showed, however, that this yields worseresults. In this case the polygram obviously is notable to cover a su�ciently large word context.A�-search Together with the above two measureswe use a score computed by a dialog act dependentlanguage model - for each dialog act we have one spe-cialized LM { and a score from a LM modeling thesequence of dialog acts. All these scores are weightedwith corresponding factors and the sum of them de-�nes the cost function used in the search process. Theremaining costs in the experiments we present hereare always set to zero so that we always have a com-plete search.2.2. Results on VerbmobilIn Table 1 we present the best results we obtain usingthe two step approach presented in [7]. As the LMEuses the detection of SBs in combination with theclassi�cation of dialog acts, the results in [7] and [13]are given with respect to the classi�cation of dialogacts so that we do not present them here.C I D Recall Precision563 498 99 85% 53%Table 1: SB detection results on Verbmobil3. IRST APPROACH3.1. Lexical InformationSentence texts of the corpus can be seen as sequencesof strings that are either words or a dummy sym-bol (e.g. SB) , which does not correspond to a spokenword and indicates the presence of a semantic bound-ary.A trigram LM can be trained on such sequences.Once a n-gram LM is estimated on a training set,there are several ways to �nd the most likely segmen-tation of a test/input sentence. One possibility is toscore and sort all its possible segmentations.

If a sentence consists of m words, all the possi-ble segmentations are 2m�1, and the problem be-comes intractable for large m. Heuristics can be in-troduced to limit the number of segmentation hy-potheses to be scored. A possible approach is toput a threshold on the di�erence between the prob-abilities of the word sequence without and with theSB, that is, between Pr(wi�n+1 wi�n+2 � � �wi) andPr(wi�n+1 wi�n+2 � � �wi�1 SB). Then an SB is al-lowed between words wi�1 and wi only when the dif-ference is minor than the threshold. Another possibleheuristic is to decide the maximum number of bound-aries which can be present in the sentence: only theq < m boundaries corresponding to the q lower dif-ferences are considered.Once all the allowed segmentation hypothesis arescored and ordered, the best one can be taken. Ifanother knowledge source is available, it is also possi-ble to use it to rescore the k-best segmentations. Thiscan be a way for integrating scores based on prosodicfeatures.The number k of the best hypotheses can be �xed apriori, or be decided by considering the k segmenta-tions whose scores di�er from the best one for lessthan a certain quantity, de�ned by a factor � 2 [0; 1].3.2. Prosodic InformationGiven a test/input sentence, a vector ~�i of prosodicfeatures can be computed at the end-time of eachword wi. A boolean label can be associated to thevector: True when wi is the last word of a semanticunit but it is not the last word of the sentence; Falsewhen wi and wi+1 belong to the same semantic unit,or when wi is the last word of the sentence.A Binary Classi�cation Tree (BCT) [2] can be trainedto recognize the presence of a SB on the basis of thefeature vector ~�. Given a segmented sentence ~v, theBCT is asked to give the probability of all end-timewords. The product of these probabilities over allwords gives the \prosodic plausibility" of that partic-ular segmentation.Computed prosodic features are related to speakingrate, energy and F0 contours. Their description canbe found in [3].3.3. LM and Prosody IntegrationThe integration of lexical and prosodic informationwas done by rescoring the k-best segmentations, hy-pothesized by the LM, with their prosodic plau-sibilities. In particular, the one giving the bestscore obtained with the weighted product of its LMprobability (PrLM (~vj)) and its prosodic plausibility(Plpros(~vj)) is chosen as follows:~̂v = argmaxj=1:::k �PrLM (~vj)�� � (Plpros(~vj))� (1)4. CORPUS DESCRIPTIONExperiments were carried out on a dialog corpuscollected at ITC-Irst [1], composed of monolin-gual person-to-person Italian conversations for whichacoustic signals, word transcriptions and linguistic



annotations are available. The two speakers wereasked to �x an appointment, observing the restric-tions shown on two calendar pages they were given;they did not see each other and could hear the part-ner only through headphones. The conversations tookplace in an acoustically isolated room and were nat-urally uttered by the speakers, without any machinemediation.The dialogs were transcribed by annotating allextra-linguistic phenomena such as mispronuncia-tions, restarts and human noises, with the exceptionof pauses. Training Test WholeCorpus# dialog 169+12/2 20+12/2 201# turn 2680 406 3086# DA 5421 877 6298# SB 2741 471 3212size (non-noise words) 27786 4683 32469jVj (non-noise words) 1291 627 1433Table 2: Training and test set statistics.The whole corpus was then divided into training andtest sets (see Table 2), paying attention to avoidspeaker overlap between the two sets. The test setconsists of all the sentences uttered by 11 speakers,resulting in 20 complete dialogs and 12 half dialogs,for a total of 406 turns.5. COMPARISON OF RESULTSIn this section we report about the adaptation ofthe LME approach to the Italian data on appoint-ment scheduling. The results we present are gener-ated using the two-step LME approach without theA�-search. Even though we obtained better resultswith the integrated approach, we decided to startwith our previous approach, since it is directly com-parable with the two-step IRST approach.5.1. Preparation and PreprocessingFor the application of the LME method on the IRSTdata we �rst of all had to prepare the data to matchour requirements. Most of the work done for this datapreparation is due to implementation details, for sure,but nevertheless it takes quite a while to get the pro-grams work with "foreign" data. For example we hadto adapt the lexicon as the Italian data did not in-clude syllable boundaries but they are needed for theLME prosodic features. Another point was the dif-ferent formats of the alignment data for words andphonemes. After preparing the data some �rst pre-processing could be done, e.g. the computation ofstatistics concerning the duration of phonemes andcomputing the basic prosodic features energy and fun-damental frequency.5.2. IRST ResultsResults using LM In order to make the number ofsemantic segmentation hypotheses manageable, onlya maximum of q = 14 SBs (see Subsection 3.1) wasallowed inside each sentence. This means that at themost 214 = 16384 di�erent segmentations had to bescored for each test/input sentence.

In Table 3 results are reported by aligning the 1-bestoutput against the hand labelled test data. Perfor-mance is given in terms of correct detection (C), in-sertions (I) and deletions (D) of SBs, and recall andprecision measures. The LM employed was a Shift-�trigram LM described in [4].type C I D Recall PrecisionLM 285 115 186 60.5% 71.3%Table 3: SB detection results using the LM 1-bestoutput.Results using Prosody To check the relevance ofthe three types of prosodic features, three di�erentBCTs were built: one for the 3 speaking rate features(ros), one for the 25 features related to the energycontour (ene), and one for the 18 features derivedfrom the F0 curve (F0). Finally, a general BCT wastrained to handle all the 46 prosodic features consid-ered (all).In Table 4 results obtained on the test set, by aligningthe outputs of the BCTs against the hand labelledtest data, are reported.type #feat. C I D Recall Precisionros 3 141 639 330 29.9% 18.1%ene 25 171 510 300 36.3% 25.1%F0 18 133 622 338 28.2% 17.6%all 46 211 520 260 44.8% 28.9%Table 4: SB detection results using prosody.E�ects of Integration The integration of LM andprosody was then applied as explained in Subsec-tion 3.3. The average number k of segmentation hy-potheses to be rescored was 5.4, derived setting � to0:980. Weights � and � were empirically chosen, andset to 0:8 and 1:0 respectively. Results are reportedin Table 5.type C I D Recall PrecisionLM�prosody 296 116 175 62.8% 71.8%Table 5: SB detection results using LM and prosody.5.3. LME ResultsResults using LM For the SB detection task onlywith LM we train a trigram i.e. we have a two wordscontext for the decision upon an SB, we use rationalinterpolation ([9]) and employ the method explainedin Subsection 2.1. In Table 6 we report the results inthe same terms as for the IRST evaluation. For aneasier comparison between the IRST and LME resultswe tuned the parameters of the LM in a way so thatthe precision is equal to the IRST precision.Results using Prosody For testing the quality ofthe prosodic features we trained an MLP for the de-tection of boundaries using only prosodic features.We computed the 276 features and fed them in thenetwork with two hidden layers where the �rst onehad 60 nodes and the second 30 and decided on the



type C I D Recall PrecisionLM 314 127 157 67% 71%Table 6: SB detection results using the LM withrational interpolation and two words context.occurrence of an SB or its non-occurrence. The re-sults are shown in Table 7.type #feat. C I D Recall Precisionall 276 281 186 190 60% 60%Table 7: SB detection results using prosody.E�ects of Integration The results obtained whencombining lexical and prosodic information are shownin Table 8. We want to emphasize that we did not usethe A�-search to produce those results but only our�rst approach presented in [7]. Here again we tunedparameters in a way that the precision matches theIRST result.type C I D Recall PrecisionLM�prosody 372 152 99 79% 72%Table 8: SB detection results using LM and prosody.5.4. DiscussionFrom the above reported results and the cooperationwe draw some useful conclusions:We proved successfully that the adaptation of themethods developed in Verbmobil are easily portableto new languages with only little e�ort and work. Inthis paper we showed it for the Italian language, somework for English and Japanese is also already done.The LME results using only prosodic features are bet-ter since the LME approach uses more features { 6times as much as IRST { and additionally the LMEhas already worked for several years on computingprosodic features and their application in speech pro-cessing.By using only lexical information, the LME approachperforms better than the IRST one in a signi�cantway. In our opinion, this is mainly due to the quan-tity of training data, that results to be enough for arobust training of the local LME approach, unlike forthe global IRST approach. The results obtained ona di�erent and larger corpus (about twice the size),on which the IRST approach performs slightly betterthan the LME one, supports this idea.Heuristics in IRST approach to SB detection based onlexical information does not introduce notable perfor-mance degradation, while they allow to take quicklya global decision. The observation results from ex-periments performed at IRST for comparing the al-gorithm presented here and an admissible one (A�).As a result from the better performance of theLME methods used separately the integration of bothknowledge sources also performs better.
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